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INTRODuCTION 
Oral reading plays a very important part in the total reading 
program of the primary grades. It is in these grades that the child 
is learning to read by reading. Reading orally enables him to gain 
confidence and security in his newly found ability, reading. If, as 
a result of lack of information or misconception on the part of the 
teacher, a child acquires a poor attitude toward reading, this is. in ... 
deed a great problem and a possible source of future reading diffi-
culty .. 
1/ 
Hildreth t s- opinion in this area of oral reading is: 
!!Reading' aloud forces the cl:iild to read every word in-
stead of. skipping th·e hard i terns. Carelessness is promptly 
detected. During oral reading the pupil benefits·from being 
told new wordS he hesitates over as he goes along, both be-
cause he learns words in this way and because the prompting 
helps him grasp the meaning of the sentence. 11 
2/ 
Durrell- has stated his belief in this way: 
uword analysis during the oral reading lesson often 
spoils the pleasure of the group in audience reading.. A 
child should be helped immediately on mispronounced or un .... 
known words. Comments of teacher and pupils during audience 
reading must be directed only toward the content of the 
story$ Dif.ficult words may be noted for future study if 
they are of sufficient importance to be included in the 
y Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Reading, Henry Holt & Co., New York, 
1958, p •. 293 •. 
5/ Donald D. Durrell, Im~roving Reading-Instruction, World Book 
Company, New York, 19 6, pp. 150-151. 
-vi-
child r s sight vocabulary. Any child wil.l have adequate 
opportunity to apply his word analysis ability in inde-
pendent reading and study. At that time he is not · 
emotionally confused by his display of difficulty and is 
likely to use his word analysis ability to better ad-
vantage. Interest cannot be expected iJ:i oral reading when 
the outcome of the story is known iri advance or when the 
activity serves only to 1 catch t children on mispronounced 
or unknown wordsJ to answer trivial questions, or simply to 
fill the reading period. 
Every means available must be utilized to determine the best 
procedure in all avenues of reading. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the relative value 
of different procedures in oral reading situations. Two procedures 
will be considered: 
1. The child will sound out unfamiliar words as he meets 
them in reading • . 
2. The teacher will supply immediately an unknown word to 
the child, thus the continuity of the story will be sus-
tained for the reader and also his reading companions. 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
In attempting to determine the relative value ef any technique 
or theory used to stimulate the childfs mind in the learning process, 
it is necessary to delve into many related areas. The process in-
volved in the act of learning to read is perhaps the most. complex and 
difficult task encountered by the elementary school child. Several 
factors are interwoven in this process, and can affect it dramat-
ically. .Among these is the childts emotional development. 
. ·y 
According to Dolch, this is an overpowering consideration which 
will affect the very content of future basal readers. He states, 
IIBooks will not be ends in themselves, but m0re means to change atti-
.. ' 
tudes and improve 'mental states 1 ." In this way, the teaGher will 
become an advis0r llin selecting the right book for the right child. 
·y 
Mental health may dominate the reading program for some time to come.":. 
The childl's physical abilities and handicaps must also be con ... 
·Y 
sidered in this learning process. In the words of Barbe, "Poor 
vision and hearing should be corrected before the begirm.ing of the 
formal reading situation. Environmental factors must be battled and 
balanced also. 11 Barbe further notes, liThe teacher must show an interest 
1/ E. W. Dolch, "What Next in the Teaching of Reading, n Education_, 
- Volume 78, May, 1958, pp. 526-528. 
y Il?id~, p. 527. 
2./ W. B .. Barbe, IIWhy Children Have Trouble in Reading, n Education, 
Volume 78, May, 1958, pp. 521~525~ 
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and love for reading herself. Books should be attractive and the 
·y 
quality of literature should be high .n The teacher must realize 
too, nA child may lack a particular experience common to the average y 
child'" n Naturally the sche)Ql must compensate for that also. 
The school must also judge the factors involved in the placement 
of the child in a group to learn this reading process. Therefore.~ the 
group must also be determined before the learning process can begin. y 
Friden suggests, llFirst Grade grouping may be done on the basis of 
chronological age for maturity level, intelligence tests, or readiness 
tests. Intelligence tests are a better forecast for ult~ate achieve-
ments in reading than readiness tests. 11 J 
Once this grouping has been accomplished, the question arises of 
how shall reading be taught. In a study matching beginning children 
in a systematic classroom against the opportunist type of classroom, 
the following results were recorded: 
111. The objectives outside of the traditional areas were 
equally well achieved by both groups• 
2. The children in the opportunist type of classroom 
were slightly ahead in motor f~ct~ons. 
y Ibid~, p. 523. 
?} Ibid., p. 524. 
2) Sister 11. Friden, "Grouping Pupils· for Reading, rr Catholic School 
Journal, Volume 57, December) 1957, p. 51. 
3. The modern systematic teaching resulted in greater 
average achievement in arithmetic, spelling, silent 
and oral reading .. n~/ 
3 
These are but a few of the considerations that must be made when 
any area of the subject of reading is under scrutiny.. Much has been 
studied, analyzed, and recorded) about the learning process involved, 
and many factors have been found significant. There are at least 
three major areas which have a direct influence upon the methods being 
considered in this thesis. These three broad areas are the psycho~ 
logical and physical factors in.the reading process, the subject of 
oral reading in itself,. and the controversial area of phonies. Each 
of these will be discussed in detail in the following pages of this 
chapter. 
Needless to sayJ this is not aimed at deciding on the best way 
of teaching reading to every child, but rather at providing sufficient 
background on which to weigh the findings of this study. 
Research for this study has been done in relation to the follow~ 
ing areas: 
l.. The development of reading abilities as they compare 
with the physical and mental development i 
2. The influence of psychological factors in the reading 
process; 
3.. Factors influencing the development of a reading 
vocabulary; 
y Arthur I. Gates et al, rtSystematic Versus Opportunist Methods of 
Teaching Reading, II Reading in the Three RT s, p .. lOL 
4 
4. An analysis of the various methods of teaching phonics3 
5. The influences determining success in oral reading. 
For many years, the elementary school reading program has been 
determined by tradition, educational philosophies, textbooks, in fact, 
everything but the most important element.._..the child himself'. In 
recent years, the elementary school curriculum has taken into considera-
tion the developmental patterns and the characteristics of children. y 
According to Russell, liThe developmental traits of children and 
their reading activities are related in two ways: 
l~ The characteristics, needs, and activities of children 
at various age levels influence what and how they should 
be taught in reading. 
2. Reading activities influence the nature of childrents 
development by stimulating new abilities and· interests 
and by affecting ohildrents total adjustment .. u 
As a result of his tabulating of a great number of research y 
studies, Russell f'eels that the f'ollowing six principles of' develop-
ment should emphatically influence the planning and execution of' a 
reading program: 
l. All children go through similar stages of development 
as their reading abilities mature. 
2. Development of reading abilities is a continuous and 
gradual process. 
y David H.· Russell, HReading and Child Development, n Forty..,.eighth 
Yearbook, 1949, Part II, National Society f'or the Stuqy of Education, 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 13~ 
y Ibid.' p. 34. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Although children go through similar patterns of con-
tinuous development, there is a wide variation in the 
time individuals reach certain points in reading 
achievement. 
Although reading is a continuous process, at various 
levels different needs and interests tend to accelerate 
certain phases of growth in reading abilities and attitudes~ 
In general there is a positive relationship between read-
ing achievements and general physical, mental, and social 
development among the various reading achievements them~ 
selves. 
The effect of environmental influences related to reading 
varies ID. th the stage of maturation reached by the child .. 
Teachers are aware that children who are normal first learn to 
listen to the sounds surrounding them, then to speak, later to recog-
nize the printed symbols.. liter recognizing these printed symbols, 
they learn to interpret them and apply them to their ow-n experiences. 
Growth in reading, like physical growth, is generally speaking, a 
smooth process. Reading in the primary grades, like physical growth 
in early ~e, is rapid. It slows down as the child approaches 
adolescence. 
When one speaks of rrchildren going through similar patterns of' 
development,n it is usually conceded that most children begin to talk 
at about seventeen or eighteen months, and begin to read at six years 
of age.. How.ever, in classroom situations, reading achievement may 
differ by two, three, or more years, while the chronological ages may 
. . 
be approximately the same. Although this is true, there is usually a 
positive correlation among developmental factors for any one child. 
5 
Other things which influence reading development may be environment 
6 
and individual motivation. Social pressures and hobbies affect y 
reading development. Jersild suggests that new influences on motor, 
social, emotional, and intellectual behavior are other developmental 
factors. Sometimes children become disinterested in reading for a 
time and may suddenly change as their needs change. 
?} 
It was pointed out by McCarthy that verbal competence is 
closely allied to general maturity. Since this has been proven to be 
true_, the teacher can expect mature reading from those children who 
have had wide experience and desirable emotional and social maturity 
for their level. In choosing materials the childts development and 
experiences must be given consideration, otherwise there will be no 
satisfaction in reading. Varied reading should.be provided which will 
aid in the childrents all~round development. 
3/ 
Many people consider reading a purely mental activity. Gates-
claims reading cannot be so regarded. He says: ttThe dynamic and 
emotional processes are involved_.rt 
When children are truly interested in what they are reading, they 
not only understand and think about the reading matter_, their emotions 
become involved. Perhaps anxiety, happiness or some other emotion is 
stirred up. 
i/ Arthur T. Jersild and Associates, Child Deve~~~ent and the 
Curriculum, Bureau of Publications, Teachers C~~ege, Columbia_, 
New York, 1946. 
?) Horothea McCarthy, llLanguage Development i.p Children_," Manual· of 
Child Psychology, Wiley and Sons, New York, 1946, pp. 476~581~ 
2f Arthur I .. Gates, "The Role of Personality Maladjustments in Reading 
Disabilities, 11 Journal of Genetic Psychology, LIX (September 1941), 
PP• 77~83. 
7 
y 
Betts avows attitudes are very important. Sometimes children 
are retarded in reading because of the attitudes they encounter at 
home. Another attitude to be considered is that of the individual 
whose personality has been changed by what he has read. The truth of 
this statement is borne out by the practice of bibliotherapy which is 
the treatment of maladjustment by means of reading and contemplating 
on carefully selected materials. 
Educational psychology has long stressed the differences existing 
among individuals and the range of abilities found in any one group~ 
These differences are caused by readiness factors which may reflect 
hereditary or environmental factors. Some children are just natively 
more adept than others. When considering environmental factors, the 
child who has been stimulated by learning rhymes and listening to 
stories is better prepared for learning to read. Community conditions 
a~~e have their effect. Hereditary factors such as vision and hearing, 
if serious, will affect reading. 
Reading, too, may have its affect on vision as in the practice of 
calling on all in turn to read orally while others follow silently. ?:/ . 
Gfrl±ext: proved in his studies that when silent readers attempted to 
keep pace with oral readers who were poorer readers than themselves, 
they almost invariably increased the number of fixations+ The data 
also proved that the regressive movements likewise increased when the 
silent reader tried to follow the oral reading of a poorer reader. 
y Elmrmett A.· Betts~ nAre Retarded Readers Dumb, n Education, 1956, 
Volume 7?, pp. 56~~575. 
y Luther c. Gilbert, liThe Effect on Silent Reading of Attempting· to 
Follow Oral Reading,n Elementary School Journal, (April, 1940), 
40 ~614 ... 621. 
8 
Figures to substantiate these claims are as follows: In grade two the 
increase amounted to 83 per cent; in grade three the increase amounted 
to 120 per cent; in grade four the inc:r'ease amounted to 160 per cent; 
in grade five the increase amounted to 77 per cent; and in grade six 
the increase amounted to 85 per cent. It also proves that the visual 
pause is prolonged~. The data are unmistakable in condemning the 
routine practice of requiring silent readers to follow the oral reading 
of poor and mediocre readers. 
1/ 
Anderson and Dearborn- concur that the practice of sitting a 
child down and having him read orally, interrupting to have him look 
more carefully at errors and then having him go over whole paragraphs 
to get all the words is poor remedial teaching. They feel that this 
process merely makes the child hypersensitive of individual words and 
. . . 
completely overshadows the real purpose of reading which is to get 
. . 
meaning from the written word. They believe it would be better to 
supply the words outright. They contend that there is nothing wrong 
with telling the children what the words are. It is true that in the 
first place the children have to be told the words in order to recog-
nize them~ 
Some conclusions have indicated that there are different mental 
ages for successful beginning reading. The mental age necessary 
varies with the methods employed by various teachers. Thus instruction 
~ Irving H. Anderson and Walter F. Dearborn, The Psychology of Teaching 
Reading, Ronald Press Co., New York, 1952, pp. 169-170. 
9 
should be given in such a way that each pupil has the opportunity to y 
use his abilities most effectively. 
Desirable situations for oral reading are: reading to inform or 
prove a point; reading a report to oneself for appreciation; and 
·y . 
choral reading. 
2.1 
Mattola found significant differences in favor of teaching words 
in isolation at first grade level, rather than teaching them in phrases. 
Girls were found to learn better by either method. 
The most important subtest of the Stanford Binet I~ Q. Scale is 
vocabulary. It correlates more highly with the total test score than 
any other subtestv 
From this a student's vocabulary is basic to his success in almost 
all intellectual endeavors. 
The author gave the vocabulary section of Minnesota Rea@ill.ng 
Examinations for College Students, Form! to 100 Los Angeles State 
College students in 1955~ 
In summary, students with superior vocabulary cannot be differen., 
tiated from those with poor ones on the basis of languages spoken in 
the hCDme, knowledge of LatinJ or feelings of competence in using the 
dictionary. 
y Arthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading, u 
Elementary School Journal, Vol~ 37, pp. 498-508 (March 1937). 
y National Society for the Study of Education, Reading in the Elemen-
tary School, Forty=eighth Yearbook, 1949, Part II, The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 343. 
2/ Margaret Mattola, Effect of Teaching Reading Vocabulary by Words in 
Isolation and Phrases in First Grades, Unpublished Doctoral Disserta~ 
tion, Boston University School of Education, 1951. 
10 
On the other hand, college students with poor vocabularies tend 
to be aware of their shortcomings and one can conclude that there 
should be relatively little need for college teachers to make a con~ 
certed effort to bring the matter to their attention. Since this group 
of students do not like to read for pleasure, there is a need to un-
cover and remove any factors inimical to recreatory reading. And 
lastly, it would be advisable to encourage students with poor vocabu-
·-y 
laries to develop a real dictionary habit. 
A formula and procedure for determining grade level of primary 
material have been developed -which is apparently widely used. The 
measure is based upon two factors: sentence length, and the number 
of words (not contained in a list of 769 words considered easy.) The 
words were originally compiled by selecting the words from two other 
lists--the International Kindergarten Union List, and the first 1,000 
words of the Thorndike Teacherts ·word Book. 
The Author 1s Word List is based on a study of the words used in 
369 primary reading books, ranging from pre-primers to third readers 
and ! Graded Vocabulary for Primary Reading, which is a study of 21 
series of the primary readers published in 1932•1940. 
In both studies the words were graded on the basis of frequency 
of appearance as new words in the different series. For example, to 
be listed as a primer word, the word must appear as a new word in at 
least one~third of the primers. 
yD. G .. Schubert, ttFactors Related to Vocabulary Size,ll California 
Journal of Educational Research (1957) 8:34-35. 
The grade level of common introduction of a particular word in 
1/ 
reading material is an important index of difficulty.-
To stress or not to stress phonetic training still remains a 
question. 
"In general the evidence appears to be clear that an 
over~emphasis on phonics produces word calling and lowered 
comprehension.. On the other hand, an under .... emphasis may 
produce word guessing and inaccurate comprehension. More 
experimental studies are needed on the relative values of 
different methods of teaching phonics in a balan7ced and differentiated program of reading instruction. n_?_ 
'}} 
11 
Stanger says in her book Prediction and Prevention of Reading 
DifficultiesJ 
nAfter sets including all the letters of the alphabet 
have been introduced~ a real book may be presented. Up to 
this time it is advisable to use the cards or words, sentencesJ 
and stories thought out by the teacher, instead of books. This 
is because of the fact that even in the simple first readers 
there will be words so non~phonetic as to present obstacles. 
When we first begin real reading, it is wise to avoid needless 
sounding out of words that are not phonetic according to the 
sounds the child has so far learned. 
When they are encountered the teacher should simply supply 
them as soon as the child comes to them. n 
In this thesis, the writers have grouped some of their tabulated 
results under the various levels of I. Q~'s. 
y Clarence R .. Stone, nMeasuring Difficulty of Primary Reading Material, u 
Elementary School Journal, Vol. LVII (October 1956); pp. 36~41~ 
'?} ErmnettA. Betts, nPhonics: Practical Considerations Based on Re-
search,11 Elementary English Review, (October 1956), 33:357-365. 
'}} Margaret A. Stanger, A Prediction and Prevention of Reading Diffi-
culties, Oxford University Press, New York, 1937, 372.4 st 24. 
y 
Bourke reports: 
tt.An analysis of reading achievement by intelligence 
levels showed significant differences in favor of the highest 
intelligence level, except in grade 1, where there was a 
slight difference in favor of the 90~110 I.Q. group. 
The order of importance of the factors studied for grade 
1 were in this order: phonics, auditory_, visual, and letter 
names .. 
The order of importance of the factors studied for 
grade 2 were in this order: auditory, phonics, visual and 
letter names. 
The order of importance of the factors studied for 
grade 3 were in this order: auditory, visual, and phdnics.n 
2/ 
In Fahyts- Evaluation of Ear Training in Grade !, she says: 
u •••• on all word elements tested the experimental group 
showed far lower percentage of error than did the control 
group. 
The experimental· group was not only better in retention 
of initial consonants, but the difference for final consonants 
was statistically significant. 
The per cent of error was low for all initial consonants 
after teaching~ The error for initial blends was also low 
after teaching. 
Though both short and long sounds of vowels showed 
definite improvement after teaching, the percentages of error 
in this study indicated that. in general vowels were more 
difficult than consonants,., 11 
12 
The discussion as to the value of phonics continues with the view 
"3/ 
of McCullough.- She says in Improvement of Reading: 
"The persistent use of phonic analysis, inplace of 
more efficient methods, where these can be used, slows the 
reading process and defeats comprehension either because it 
entails long pauses between the analysis of words or because 
the heightened interest in words as words detracts from their 
meaning. 11 
1/ .Anne Bourke et al, The Relationship of Certain Word Analysis 
- Abilities to the Reading Achievement of lst, 2nd and 3rd Grade 
Children, Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1953. 
Y .Anne Fahy, Evaluation of Ear Training in Grade 1, Unpublished Masterts 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1949. 
2/ Constance McCullough, Problems in Im~rovement in Reading, Mc~Graw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York-London (194 ) (First edition), p. 105~ 
13 
An excellent point in the presentation of phonics lessons is y 
made by Fancey who says, "Phonics lessons and drills should not be 
isolated lessons but should be carried over into the reading lessons. 
Partial and incorrect use of sounding by slow learners or children with 
reading disabilities can be due either to premature or incorrect read-
ing, or both. 11 
2/ 
Research would seem to indicate what Witty and Sizemore- say: 
"Phonics systems may· develop a tendency in children to 
recognize words piecemeaL 
The method should not be used apart from meaningful 
approach in very slow reading. The child is sometimes 
hampered by attempts to sound out each part of a word and 
fails to react to natUral, larger perception units in oral 
and in silent reading .. u 
y Mildred R. Fancey, Anne M. Hogan, and Margaret M. c. Lane, Evaluation 
of a Planned Program of Word Analysis in Grade 2, Unpublished Masterts 
~es~s, Boston U~ve~sity School of Education, 1958~ 
y P. A¥ Witty and R. A. Sizemore, "Phonics in the Reading Program - A 
Review·and an Evaluation,u Elementary English, Vol. 32, October, 1955, 
p. 369 .. 
i 
I 
I· ~ 
CRAFTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
In order to conduct the study it was necessary to construct 
materials, secure a population, teach new vocabulary, and measure 
retention of vocabulary. 
There were five teachers in the group~ Each one selected at 
least twenty words she thought would be appropriate for the stuqy. 
There were more than one hundred suggested words gathered from a y 
variety of sources such as the speaking vocabulary of children 
on a first grade level, basic reading books of some of the higher 
grades, and children 1 s interests in this particular age group. 
Table I is the list of proposed words submitted by the group 
of first grade teachers. 
TABLE I 
ORIGINAL LIST OF 136 WORDS 
acrobat arrow bliz:z:ard candy 
air aunt bracelet carriage 
airplane bacon brave carry 
alphabet balloon butterfly chocolate 
always baseball cake circus 
answered beautiful. calendar clouqy 
1/ Helen A. Murphy, liThe Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children 
- in Pr:Unary Grades," Boston University, Journal of Education, 1957, 
140:2~ 
-14-
15 
TABLE I (concluded) 
clown growl pocketbook strawberries 
cocoon helicopter princess stretch 
couch hibernate pudding subway 
crocodile high puzzle suitcase 
crunch hold ranch summer 
dance hurricane read swallow 
delicious ice-cream reindeer taxicab 
difficult indian ridiculous teach 
dinosaur invite rocket teepee 
door juice rodeo telephone 
dream lasso satellite television 
earth learn school thermometer 
easy listen scramble toast 
·electricity lollipops scream tracks 
elephant measles shadows traffic 
empty medicine ship trapeze 
excited migrate shovel travel 
fairies mischief sky trip 
feathers mitten sled under 
fever naughty slippery visit 
fingers noise soap wash 
fish parade sparkle watch 
flowers parakeet stairs weather 
fruit passenger stars whisper 
gallop perfume station wigwam 
gorilla pie still window 
gravel pilot storm winter 
grocer planet stormy write 
When the group discussed the suitability of the suggested words, 
many of the words had to be eliminated, as different basal reading 
systems were in use and some of the suggested words were in these 
systems. Some of these words were: window, wash, aunt, socks, and 
read~ 
Other suggested words would have been easily recognized from a 
familiar root word found in the basic reading vocabulary such as: 
baseball, hold, and heard. Some words could not be considered suitable 
because they had been brought up incidentally in some classrooms as the 
word calendar which was introduced through work on weather and seasons. 
l6 
After many rejections and suggestions, a list of forty words 
was compiled. Some were selected because of their color, such as 
bracelet and lollipop, and others because of particular interest to 
children, as rodeo, dream, and shadow. Both phonetic and non phonetic 
- . 
words were listed, as storm, whisper, fingers, juice,_beautiful, and 
mischief. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives were included. 
An attempt was made to have different letter combinations within 
words and words similar in form, as telephone and television. The 
words varied in length and difficulty. 
After continued close scrutiny, forty words were accepted by the 
members of the group working on this study~ Table II is the list of 
words chosen for the study. 
TABLE II 
LIST OF FORTY WORDS SELECTED 
acrobat dream lollipop sparkle 
bacon earth measles storm 
beautiful excited mischief thermometer 
blizzard feathers naughty telephone 
bracelet fever noise television 
butterfly fingers princess traffic 
cocoon gravel puzzle trapeze 
crunch helicopter rodeo weather 
delicious juice satellite whisper 
difficult lasso shadows wigwam 
After the final selection of the words, it was necessary to pair 
them as two words were to be taught each day. Some of the words showed 
1.7 
a natural association and were paired easily, as beautiful and princess, 
measles and fe~er. In other pairs, the association was more remote or 
lacking entirely. Examples of these were dream and helicopter, puzzle 
and difficult. The follm-ving Table III shows how the words were 
grouped~ 
TABLE III 
LIST OF WORD P .AIRS 
thermometer 
sparkle 
blizzard 
rodeo 
dream 
excite-d 
butterfly 
delicious 
naughty 
juice 
crunch 
earth 
shadow 
beautifUl 
whisper 
measles 
acrobat 
puzzle 
noise 
wigwam 
weather 
bracelet 
storm 
lasso 
helicopter 
television 
cocoon 
lollipop 
mischief 
bacon 
gravel 
satellite 
fingers 
princess 
telephone 
fever 
trapeze 
difficult 
traffic 
feathers 
The pairs were divided equally among the teachers working on the 
study. Each teacher was responsible for writing four stories using a 
total of eight words. 
The general structure of the stories was discussed in detail. As 
the experiment was going to be started within the various classrooms 
about the first of January, it was decided to keep the material as close 
to the structure of the primer as possible& In order to do this, the 
Scott Foresman primer, HFun with Dick and Jane 11 was examined thoroughly., 
There was an average of fifty words to a page and about two hundred 
words to a complete story. Each page measured about five inches by 
seven inches, with a margin of about an inch on either side and at the 
bottom~ 
There was a picture at the top of each page of the story. It was 
decided that there would be no pictures included in the stories. It 
was suggested that this general structure be adhered to as closely as 
possible when the stories were written. 
The vocabulary used was to be kept in general at primer level ex-
cept the two new words that were to be introduced in each story. If 
it was necessary to insert an extra word it could be told to the child 
immediately when reading the story. The sentences were simple and a 
primer typewriter was used. 
The two new words present in each story were repeated as many 
times as possible without making the story ridiculous. The minimum 
number of repetitions for a word was set at five. 
The stories had titles similar to those in the primer. 
The first drafts were read by the members of the group. Sugges-
tions were made concerning sentence length, difficult words that could 
be simplified, and the length of the stories as a whole. Many involved 
phrases wer~ eliminated so the wording would more clesely simulate 
that of the basic primer. 
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The words in each story were counted and a notation was 'made at 
the top of the first page of the story to show this count. Some of 
the stories were longer than others, but it was felt this was accept-
able as long stories could be alternated with short stories. The 
number of repetitions of each new word was counted and noted at the 
top of the title page. This was necessary to insure equal practice 
to the new words presented.. Some of the suggested titles were changed 
to provide added motivation. 
Oak tag was cut to the size of the story pages and then folded. 
Paper fasteners were inserted through the cover and stories to make a 
permanent book which could be easily handled by the children. Masking 
tape was used to cover the paper fasteners. These books resembled 
closely the size and form of the basal reading books the children had 
used in their daily reading program. 
The stories were then arranged in the sequence in which they were 
to be presented, an effort being made to secure contrast by varying 
the length and content of the story presented each day. The list 
follows in Table IV .. 
Number 
of Story 
l. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8 .. 
9. 
10 .. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14 .. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
T.ABLE IV 
LIST OF STORIES 
Title 
Words to 
be Taught 
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The Red Line thermometer weather 
Sparkle and the Bracelet sparkle bracelet 
Winter at the Farm blizzard storm 
A Day at the Rodeo rodeo lasso 
A Dream Ride dream helicopter 
Two Excited Boys excited telev:i.sion 
A Surprise butterfly cocoon 
A Trip to the Store delicious lollipops 
The Naughty Kitten naughty mischief 
A Birthday Breakfast juice bacon 
Big Crunch and Little Crunch crunch gravel 
Blinky and the Satellite earth satellite 
Fun With Shadows shadow fingers 
The Princess Ran Away beautiful princess 
A Surprise Party whisper ·telephone 
No School measles fever 
A New Toy acrobat trapeze 
The Night Before Christmas puzzle difficult 
Fun at the Parade noise traffic 
What Do I See? wigwam feathers 
21. 
A rotation plan was used in order that~-all words would be pre-
sented both ways to take care of differences in difficulty and inter-
est., One school began with the sounding method; the following day the 
opposite method was used. Table V shows the rotation plan of the 
stories. 
TABLE V 
METHOD OF TEACHING VOCABULARY 
Rotation Plan 
Method 
Day Words Taught Group A Group B 
first weather thermometer telling sounding 
second sparkle bracelet sounding telling 
third blizzard storm telling sounding 
fourth rodeo lasso sounding telling 
fifth dream helicopter telling sounding 
sixth excited television sounding telling 
seventh butterfly cocoon telling sounding 
eighth delicious lollipop sounding telling 
ninth naughty mischief telling sounding 
tenth juice bacon sounding telling 
eleventh crunch gravel telling sounding 
twelfth earth satellite sounding telling 
thirteenth shadow fingers telling sounding 
fourteenth beautiful princess sounding telling 
fifteenth whisper telephone telling sounding 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE V (concluded) 
Method 
Day Words Taught Group A Group B 
sixteenth measles fever sounding telling 
seventeenth acrobat trapeze telling sounding 
eighteenth puzzle difficult sounding telling 
nineteenth noise traffic telling sounding 
twentieth 'Wigwam feathers sounding telling 
All reading was done in regular reading groups, the first thing 
in the morning before the basal reading lesson .. 
The selected words were presented each day to each reading group 
this way: 
1. Teacher printed word on board 
2. Teacher pronounced word distinctly 
3. Children pronounced-word distinctly 
h. Teacher showed flash card of -word 
5~ Teacher and children discussed meaning of word 
6. Children matched word on flash card with word on 
blackboard and said word 
7. Several children had practice reading from board 
phrases using the word 
8. Teacher used word in sentences 
9~ Children used word'in sentences~ 
The plan used in the first story follows* 
Lesson I 
The Red Line 
(thermometer, weather) 
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The teacher asks, rtDo you have a thermometer at home? Can you see 
a thermometer in our room? For what is a thermometer used?H .Allow a 
short time for discussion. 11 This word says thermometer. Let me hear 
you say it.. Is thermometer a little word or a big word? Watch while 
I write thermometer on the board. What two letters do you see at the 
beginning of the word? This word thermometer begins like some other 
words we know - the, they, this. What letter do you see at the end of 
thermometer? Yes, it is urn. Can you hear the urn? Letts all say the 
word again$n 
nour other word today is weather,. II 
the weather hot or cold in the winter? 
Hold up appropriate card. 
~ ••• in the summer? Look at 
this word as I write it on the board. Let 1 s all say the word~ What 
letter does it begin with? Can you think of some other words that 
begin like weather? Look at the end of weather~ What letter is that? 
Can you hear it? 
IIWho woilld like to read the two words on the board? Who would like 
to read the words on the cards?ll Allow time for several children to 
read the words from board and cards. 
(concluded on next page) 
Lesson I (concluded) 
Write the following phrases on the board._ Have several children 
read them. 
a big thermometer 
in hot weather 
my thermometer 
cold weather 
two thermometers 
in cold weather 
in the thermometer 
Flash cards were prepared for all twenty words* They were made 
of oak tag 3 by 9 inches in manuscript writing with a border of one 
half inch .. 
On the fi.rst day, followi.ng the rotating plan as the story was 
read, one group of children sounded all unknown words, not just the ex-
peri.mental words. The following day the children were told immediately 
all words causi.ng di.ffi.culty and hesi.tation. 
A ti.me limit of ten seconds was established when a child was per-
mi.tted to sound or attempt to sound an unknovm word. At the end of 
this time the word was suppli.ed by the teacher. Non phoneti.c words 
were told always. 
Ten minutes were allowed for each reading group. If some groups 
had diffi.culty in completing the storywi.thi.n the established time, the 
teacher read aloud the remainder of the story. If the complete story 
was read i.n less than the ten minute period, the extra ti.me was spent 
in rereading. 
Each day there was a very brief revi.ew of the two words taught 
on the preceding day. One or two other troublesome words were revi.ewed 
in the same brief way. The only practice given to the experimental 
words was in the presentation, in reading the story, and in the brief 
review the following day. .All of the reading was oral and at sight. 
Because of illness, the program was delayed for one week and then 
resumed in order to complete the study within the designated time. 
For any child who was absent more than two days, a quick flashing of 
the cards served as the only practice and acquaintance with the words. 
Absence on Friday, the day of the weekly inventory, necessitated 
individual testing of the week 1 s words when the child returned to 
school. No additional provision was made for review of vocabulary 
~fter a lengthy absence. 
Population. 
One hundred and twelve first grade children in four classrooms 
with different socio-economic backgrounds were included. 
Table VI shows the distribution of chronological ages of the 
total population. 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
Three month intervals 
C A 
(months) 
104-106 
101-103 
98 .... 101 
95..,. ~7 
92.;. 94 
89e 91 
86- 88 
83;.. 85 
so~ 82 
77"" 79 
74-.. 76 
71 ... 73 
68- 70 
65-. 67 
62-.. 64 
f 
1 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
17 
29 
28 
26 
3 
l 
Total ••••• ll2 
Mean ..... 
S D 
73.77 months 
1. 73 II 
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The chronological ages ranged from 63 months to 105 months with a 
mean of 73.77 months and a standard deviation of 1.73 months. 
Group intelligence tests were given early in October. Kuhlman~ y y 
Anderson Test was used in two classrooms and Pinter Cunningham in 
the other. 
1Personnel Press Inc., Princeton, New Jersey. 
2world Book Company, New Y0rk. 
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Table VII shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for 
the total population. 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
f 
134-139 1 
130-134 0 
125.-.129 4 
120 ... 124 14 
115-119 15 
110.:.ll4 21 
105-109 19 
100-104 14 
95- 99 12 
90..;. 94 5 
85,;. 89 5 
80- 84 1 
75... 79 0 
70- 74 1 
Mean ••••• 108.34 
S D ,. .... 11.20 
Intelligence quotients ranged from 71 to 137 with a mean of 
108.34 and a standard deviation of 11.2. 
Table VIII shows the distribution of Mental Ages of the total 
population. 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES 
Three month intervals 
f 
107-109 l 
104-106 0 
101 ... 103 0 
98-100 1 
95- 97 0 
92- 94 6 
89 ... 91 8 
86e. 88 17 
83 ... 85 15 
80.;., 82 16 
77- 79 10 
74- 76 16 
71- 73 4 
68... 70 7 65 ... 67 6 
62 ..... 64 2 
59- 61 3 
Mean ..... 
SD 
28 
80.12 months 
8.73 II 
The mental ages ranged from 59 months to 108 months -with a mean 
of 80.12 months and a standard deviation of 8.73 months. 
Testing. 
Two types of testing were used--weekly individual inventories and 
a delayed group test administered one week after the program was com-
pleted. Flash cards were used for the individual weekly testing, 
allowing ten seconds for each word. If the word was not recalled at 
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the end of this time, it was told to the child. Correct responses 
were recorded with a checkmark on the weekly chart, and incorrect 
responses or unknown words were le£t blank. The checklist indicated 
whether the word had been presented on a day of sounding or a day of 
telling. A separate checklist was kept for each of the four weeks of 
the study. 
The horizontal headings on the checklist were the ten words 
taught in one week and the method used on the day the word was pre~ 
sented~-telling or sounding~ The vertical column on the left contained 
the names of the children. The checklist was ruled to make a box for 
each word, for each child. A sample checklist may be found on the 
following page. 
The delayed test was given one week after the study had been 
completed; it was a group test administered to each of the four classes 
participating in the study~ 
Two types of items were included: 
1. word-picture identification 
2. identification by categor,y 
Sounding and telling words were interspersed in both parts of the 
test~ 
The word picture identification part of this test consisted of 
words and pictures in a multiple choice for.m. All the words that could 
be easily pictured were included in this section. It was similar to 
many work book exercises. The page was divided in three vertical 
columns and was divided by one horizontal line~ There was then an 
'C.,~ 
\ \ \ i I 'i \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
9
\., (1 
I \ \ 
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upper and a lower portion of the page. The center column of the upper 
section contained five of the words taught in the study. In each side 
column there were four pictures, allowing three extra pictures after 
the five words and pictures have been matched. The child was directed 
to read the word, find the corresponding picture and then draw a line 
from the word to the picture. Before the children actually started 
the test, there was a demonstration of this type of exercise at the 
blackboard. The physical set~up on the board was the same as in the 
test booklet-... five words (from basal vocabulary) w.L th four pictures on 
each side of the words. A child was asked to read the first word and 
locate the corresponding picture. A line was then drawn from the word 
to the picture. The same procedure was followed for the remaining four 
words. The child then received his test booklet, wrote his name, and 
saw on page l the identical exercise that had been done at the board. 
Each child proceeded to do the exercise w.Lth no time limit£ Help was 
given whenever and wherever necessary on this sample page. When all 
the children had completed this., the page was then turned to page 2. 
There was an upper and a lower section, but the same set-up remained. 
Three minutes were allowed for this page.. The children then turned to 
the next page which was the same type of i tern. Time for this page was 
set at three minutes also. Twenty words were tested in this way on 
two pages .. 
Some of the extra, unused pictures on these two pages had the same 
initial sound or blend as one of the tested words, such as lion and 
lasso, mouse and measles. 
Other extra pictures of words beginning with the same sound or 
blend were more familiar objects or items than the tested words, as 
shoe and shadow, pear and puzzle, jacket and juice. 
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Some sections had more than one experimental word beginning with 
the same initial sound as telephone and trapeze. 
After the two pages of word picture identification were completed, 
attention of the child was directed to the blackboard for a demonstra-
tion of the identification of words by category section. Before the 
test started, three boxes of three words each had been put on the 
board. Children were directed to look at the first box of words: 
Mother, jump, Father~ One child was asked to give the words that tell 
about people. Mother and Father were named and a circle was placed 
around each of these two words. In the next box only one circle was 
required and in the last box three words were encircled in order to 
demonstrate that there was no set number of words to be encircled. 
Childrents attention was then returned to their test booklets. 
There were nine boxes on the last page, with three words in each box. 
The first two boxes were inserted for additional practice; help was 
given when needed in these two boxes. Seven boxes remained for the 
test, making a total of twenty-one words. One word, crunch, was re-
peated so there were actually only twenty words tested in this section. 
Sounding and telling words were combined. Fifteen seconds were allowed 
for marking the correct word or words in each box.. It was assumed that 
the child would be required to read all of the words in order to mark 
them correctly. 
The scores of the tests were analyzed and the results are 
presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discover: 
1. The num.ber of words learned by both me>thods 
based on scores of the weekly tests. 
2. The num.ber of words learned by both methods 
based on scores on delayed tests. 
3. A comparison of the num.ber of words lean:m.ed in 
different reading groups by both methods. 
4. The per cent of words learned by both presentations. 
Table IX shows the distributions and comparison of mean scores 
for the total population on the weekly tests. 
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Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF WEEKLY TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION 
Sound Tell 
--
f f 
10 ll 
ll 8 
6 7 
6 8 
7 10 
6 6 
8 6 
3 9 
6 2 
3 3 
8 9 
7 4 
1 4 
6 5 
5 12 
9 4 
3 2 
4 1 
1 1 
2 
Mean S D SE Diff.m SE Diff.m 
12~26 5.58 .53 
12.86 5~10 .48 .60 .715 
35 
C R 
.835 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was from 
l to 20 and for the telling method 2 to 20. 
The mean for the sounding method was 12.26 words compared to 
12.86 words for the telling method. The critical ratio of o835 shows 
that this was not a statistically significant difference. 
Table X shows the distribution of the scores on the weekly tests 
for the best reading group, and the comparison of means on the same 
tests. 
Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF WEEKLY TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE BEST READING GROUP 
Sound Tell 
-f- -f-
9 ll 
8 5 
3 5 
3 4 
2 4 
4 3 
4 3 
3 2 
1 3 
2 1 
3 2 
3 1 
0 
0 
1 
Mean S D S E Diff.m S E Diff.m 
15.89 3.65 .54 
16.27 3.55 .53 .68 .. 76 
C R 
.89 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was from 
9 to 20 and for the telling method from 6 to 20. 
" 
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The mean score for the sounding method of the best reading groupts 
weekly test was 15.89 words compared with 16.27 words for the telling 
method. The critical ratio of .89 shows the difference ~s not statis~ 
tically s~gnificant. 
Table XI shows the distribution of scores on the weekly tests of 
the middle reading group, and the comparison of the mean scores on the 
same tests. 
Number 
correct 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
l4 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF ~EKLY TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE MJJJDLE READING GROUP 
He an 
10.77 
1l. 74 
Sound 
f 
3 
l 
1 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 
0 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
0 
1 
1 
S D 
5.16 
4 .. 40 
S E Diff.m 
.87 
.74 .97 
Tell 
f 
l 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
2 
0 
1 
3 
0 
4 
4 
4 
0 
1 
S E Diff .. m 
1.14 
C R 
.85 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was from 
l to 19 and for the telling method from 4 to 19. 
The mean score for the sounding method of the middle reading 
groupts weekly tests was 10.77 words and for the telling method was 
ll. 74 words. The critical ratio of • 85 shows the difference is not 
statistically significant. 
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Table XII shows the distribution of scores on the weekly test of 
the low reading group and the comparison of means on the same tests. 
The table appears on the next page. 
·~ 
Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
s-
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF WEEKLY TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE LOW READIN GROUP 
Sound 
--
f 
1 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
l 
3 
l 
0 
4 
2 
5 
2 
4 
0 
1 
Mean S D 
8.81 5..32 
9.25 4.58 
S E Dif~·m 
.94 
<J .81 
I 
Tell 
f 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
4 
3 
0 
1 
7 
4 
l 
l 
1 
S E Diff.ljl C R 
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The range o£ correct responses £or the sounding method was £rom 
l to 20 and for the telling method from 2 to 19 .. 
The mean score for the sounding metlod was 8.81 words compared 
to 9.25 words for the telling method. ~he critical ratio of .36 shows 
this was not a statistically significanJ difference~ 
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Table XIII shows the distributions and comparison of mean scores 
for the total population on the delayed tests. 
Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
l2 
11 
lO 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE XIII 
C011P ARISON OF DELAYED TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION 
Sound Tell 
--f f 
7 4 
16 9 
9 17 
7 ll 
9 7 
6 4 
8 6 
8 3 
7 2 
6 6 
8 5 
lO 16 
3 9 
4 6 
3 7 
l 6 
3 
l 
Mean SD S E Diff.m S E Diff.m 
14 .. 02 4~17 .. 39 
12.80 5.07 .. 48 1.22 .62 
C R 
L97 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was from 5 
to 20, and for the telling method from 3 to 20 words. 
The mean for the sounding method was 14.02 words compared to 
12.80 for the telling method. The critical ratio of 1.97 shows this 
is not a statistically significant difference but there are 94 chances 
in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the sounding method. 
Table XIV shows the distribution of scores on the delayed tests 
of the best reading group and the comparison of the means on the same 
tests. The table appears on the following page. 
Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
. 7 
6 
5 
Sound 
Tell 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE BEST READING GROUP 
Sound Tell 
--f f 
4 4 
10 6 
3 7 
6 5 
4 3 
1 1 
3 1 
2 1 
3 1 
1 2 
3 2 
3 2 
0 4 
1 2 
1 3 
1 
Mean S D S E Diff.m S E Diff.m 
15 .. 33 3.92 .58 
14.13 4 .. 90 .73 1 .. 20 .. 932 
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C R 
1.29 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was 6 to 
20 and 5 to 20 for the telling method. 
The mean for the sounding method was 15.33 words compared to 
14.13 words for the telling method. The critical ratio-of 1.29 shows 
this was not a statistically significant difference but there are 82 
chances in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the sounding 
method. 
Table XV shows the distribution of scores on the delayed tests 
of the middle reading group and the comparison of the means on the 
same tests. 
Number 
correct 
20 
l9 
l8 
l7 
l6 
l5 
l4 
l3 
l2 
ll 
lO 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
Sound 
Tell 
T.ABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE MIDDLE READING GROUP 
Sound Tell 
--f f 
2 
2 2 
5 8 
l 2 
4 4 
2 0 
3 2 
3 2 
4 0 
l l 
3 3 
2 l 
l 4 
2 2 
2 
l 
l 
Mean SD S E Diff .. m S E Diff.m 
13.97 3.74 .63 
12.89 4. 79 .8l l.08 1.03 
C R 
l .. o5 
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The range of correct respenses for the sounding method was 7 to 
20 and from 4 to l9 words for the telling method. 
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The mean for the sounding method was 13.97 words compared to 
12.89 words for the telling method. The critical ratio of 1.05 shows 
this was not a statistically significant difference but there are 70 
chances in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the sounding 
method. 
Table XVI shows the distribution of scores on the delayed tests of 
the low reading group and the comparison of the means on the same tests. 
Number 
correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
l4 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
Sound 
Tell 
T.ABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED TEST SCORES FOR BOTH METHODS 
FOR THE !.OW READING GROUP 
Sound 
f 
1 
4 
1 
0 
1 
3 
2 
3 
0 
4 
2 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
Mean S D 
12.22 4.27 
10.87 4.93 
SE Diff.m 
.75 
.87 
Tell 
f 
1 
2 
4 
0 
3 
3 
0 
1 
3 
0 
3 
1 
2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
S E Diff.m 
1..15 
C R 
1 .. 17 
The range of correct responses for the sounding method was from 
5 to 20 and for the telling method from 3 to 19 words. 
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The mean for the sounding method was 12.,22 words compared to 10,.87 
words for the telling methodu The critical ratio of 1.17 shows this 
was not a statistically significant difference but there are 74 chances 
in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of the sounding method. 
Table XVII shows the percentage of children with correct responses 
for each word for both methods on the weekly and delayed tests. The 
table appears on the next page. 
acrobat 
bacon 
beautiful 
blizzard 
bracelet 
butterfly 
cocoon 
crunch 
delicious 
difficult 
dream 
earth 
excited 
feathers 
fever 
fingers 
gravel 
helicopter 
juice 
lasso 
lollipop 
measles 
mischief 
naughty 
noise 
pri:n;cess 
puzzle 
rodeo 
satellite 
shadow 
sparkle 
storm · 
telephone 
television 
TABLE XVII 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR BOTH :METHODS 
ON THE WEEKLY AND DELAYED TEsTS 
Weekly Delayed 
.Sound Tell Sound Tell 
68.2 75.8 95.4 91.4 
75.8 56.3 87.9 23.9 
44.8 67.3 65.5 51.1 
56.9 87.9 64.7 89.7 
81.2 62 .. 7 81.2 31.4 
69.1 84.4 88.1 93.1 
61.9 86.2 100.0 94.8 
47.8 65.5 36.9 55.2 
55.2 52.3 94;.8 88.6 
63.8 52.2 65.5 71.7 
36.2 84.4 100.0 ' 17.5 
72.4 68.7 75.8 12.5 
81.2 85.0 72.4 55.0 
76.8 41.3 75.8 34.8 
84.4 40.0 91.4 88.9 
74e5 6o.3 23.4 75.8 
58.1 72.4 93.5 91.4 
53.2 81.2 48.9 93.1 
84.4 91.3 84.4 17.4 
86.2 61.5 91.4 19.2 
93.1 72.7 89.7 68.2 
77.5 82.6 79.3 39.1 
55.5 72.4 86.7 94.8 
42.2 62.1. 73.3 81.2 
69.6 74.1 89.1 84.4 
65 .. 5 83.7 64.4 36.7 
72.4 65 .. 2 :a4~4 67.4 
84.4 .73.0 96.6 15.4 
72.4 64.6 67.2 81.2 
.31.9 55.2 8.5 76.8 
87.9 64.7 81.2 25.5 
43.1 81.2 45.1. 91.4 
59.1 74.1. 40.8 94.8 
74.1 35.o 96.6 82.5 
thermometer 74.1 87.9 37.2 96.6 
traffic 32.6 51.7 80.4 89.7 
trapeze 25.0 62.1 63.6 81..2 
weather 62.7 87.9 82.3 86.2 
whisper 51.1. 58.6 20.4 39.7 
wigwam 77.5 44.7 89.7 76.6 
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On the weekly inventories 30 ef the 40 w<!>rds showed a difference 
e.f mere than 10 per cent between the sounding and tel.lin.g meth0ds. O:f 
these 30 words 18 :favered the telling methed and the diff'erem.ces 
ranged from 13.8 per cent te 48.2 per cent ever the sounding met:hod. 
The words favering the telling methed were: 
beautiful 
blizzard 
butterfly 
cocoon 
crunch 
dream 
gravel 
helicepter 
I!lischie£ 
:Qa.Ughty 
princess 
shadws 
storm. 
teleph0ne 
thermometer 
traf'f'ic 
trapeze 
weather 
There were 12 ~£ the 30 wards faV<!>ring the sounding method and 
the dif:terences ranged from ll.4 per cent to 44.4 per cent 0ver the 
telling method. The words faveri:hg 'the soun.ding meth<!>d 0m. the weekly 
tests were: 
bacen fever n~deo 
bracelet fingers sparkle 
difficult lasso television 
f'eather lellipop wigwam ' 
, .. ..: ~ 
' '• 
.. ~. the. delayed .tes.ts .28 e.f the 40 warda showed a difference of 
more than 10. per cent between the sounding and telling methods. Of 
these .28 werds, 17 :favored the sounding meth<!>d and the differences 
. · ... 
ranged f'xom 13.1 per cent to 8i~2- per cent ever the telling method. 
The words :favoring the sounding method were: 
baeen 
beautiful 
bracelet 
dream 
earth 
excited 
f_eathers 
juie~., 
· lasse ' 
... lolllpop 
in~sles 
princess 
: . ..,,· ' 
. puzzle 
redeo 
sparkle 
television 
wigwam··· 
There were 11 ef the 28 words favoring the telling method and 
the differences ranged from 14.0 per cent te 68.0 per cent ever the 
seunding method. The werds favoring the telling method en the 
delayed testa were: 
blizzard satellite 
cr'll.nch shadow 
fingers storm 
hetlicopter telephene 
thermometer 
trapeze 
whisper 
Among 1ihe words showing a difference of more than 10 per cent 
48 
between the sounding method and the telling method the following werds 
were cemmon to the lists for beth the weekly inventories and the 
delayed tes~~s: 
Favored Sounding 
bacon 
bracelet 
feather 
lasso 
lollipop 
rodeo 
sparkle 
television 
ld.gwam 
Favored Telli.Dg 
blizzard 
crunch 
helicopter 
shadow 
sterm 
telephone 
thermometer 
.·trapeze 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to detemine the relative merit of 
two di.ffere!llt procedp.res employed in era1 reading situations: the 
first. procedure or alternative was to allew the child te seURd all 
unlmewn words in ara.l reading, and the second was te tell the child 
all unfa.miljlar words immediately. 
Cemparative merit of beth methods was detennined by the child's 
word master,r, measured weekly during the study and alse one week after 
the study hlld been completed. Reading groups were the basis of class 
division in the study and also .for the oomparisen of number e.f words 
learned. 
One hundred and twelve first grade children in two communities 
were given either Kuhlman-.Anderson or Pintner..;Cunningham tests prior 
to the study to. determine intelligence. 
The fe,llowing conclusians may be drawn: 
1. No· statistically significant raties were feund in any 
ef the comparisens of the twe methads. 
2. All the comparisens of the weekly tests, theugh not 
si;atistically significant, favored the telling method. 
(a) The mean score ef the total data fer the sounding 
method :was 12.26 compal"ed to 12.86 .for the telling 
me the d. 
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(b) The mean score of the best reading greup for the 
sounding method was 15.89 compared to 16.27 for 
the telling meth0d. 
(c) The mean score of the middle reading gNup for the 
sounding method was 10.77 compared t0 11.74 for the 
telling method. 
(d) The mean score of the low reading group for the 
sounding method was 8.81 e0mpared to 9.25 for the 
telling method. 
3. All comparisons of the delayed test scores, though n0t 
statistically significant, were greater than the weekly 
comparisens and fa-wred the sounding methed. 
(a) The mean score ef the total data for the seundi.ng 
method was i4.02 cempared to 12.80 fer the telling 
method. 
(b) The mean score of the best reading group fer the 
sounding method was 15.33 compared to 14.13 for 
the telling method. 
(c) The mean s c0re of the middle reading group for the 
sounding method was 13.97 compared to 12.89 for the 
telling method. 
(_d) The mean score of the low reading group for the 
sounding method was 12.22 compared te 10.87 for 
the telling method. 
5o 
4. Many words shewed differenc.~es greater than 10 per cent 
between the seunding and telling metheds. 
(a) On the weekly tests, 18 words favored telli.ng and 
12 f'avored seundi.ng. 
(b) On the delayed tests, 17 worcls f'av0red sounding and 
ll favered telling.o 
(e) Among the werds that favored sounding were simpler 
words, many beginning with a single cens~mant and 
containing phenetic elements f'amil.iar to first grade 
children or werd parts similar te werds in the basal 
vecabulary. 
(d.) Among the words that .favored the telling method 
were many that began with blends and contained more 
difficult letters and parts which were Uil.familiar 
to first grade children. 
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APPENDIX 
~rave c r -une 
• 
ea sa e ,~e 
• 
r1ncess · 
eases 
• 
no1se 
,--------------- -
., 
I 
-- -- - -
.. 
~---r-------- - ---
as so 
~--~---
rea 
., . 
e eVIS,..O 
ocoon 
• • 
• • 
toe 
r 
'I'l'le Red .. Ltne 
q , n 
' V:e de not 11ave a ther:mometer c 
sa.l.d Tom., 
11 You can see my t11e:rmoraetero n 
in the houseo 
·see ··~, d ~ .. :· ·.< ., ,. e r: ~ ,,,_. 
.... -. ... ~ -~- .. v 
• 
Xt: will go down :Ln cold weathero 
Jt11e '-"leather makes the line 
Tt.e weather :ma.kes the l:lr~e 
l wil~ get it for Father0 
He w:ft.l 1 ~Uce to look 
at the red linea 
Hct weatrHH" w:~.ll make 1 t go UJ:h 
~ 
' I i 
" I 
I 
I 
J 
i 
f: 
I 
I 
l 
l 
I 
l 
. k 
l 
l 
I 
i 
I 
! 
"MDther will like 
Sparkle and the Bracelet 
Sparkle was a little girlo 
Her name was Sparkle because 
She nad red hair l 
One day Mother said, 
'tSpark1e 51 today is your birthdayo 
~at would you like for 
your birthday'? 11 
Sparkle said.~~ nMothet may 1 have 
a bracelet? 
A red bracelet like my hair? n 
Mother said~ We will go 
to the storeo 
We will 1ook fo:r a bracelet for you<) 
A bracelet that spa:rlues(>,. 
lo 
So Mother and Sparkle went 
to the storeo 
At the store Spa:rld.e saw balls~ 
boxes 9 dolls 9 disb.es and mittens(> 
She did not see a bracelet, 
Sparkle said~ n.Mother do you see 
a bracelet? 
A red bracelet? 
I can not find a braceleto 
I do want a red bracelet that 
sparkles for my birthdayo 
Mother looked and looked!> 
Sparkle looked and lookedo 
They could not find a bra.celeto 
.Mother said, ns.pa:rkler there is 
no bracelet hereo 
We will have to go home o " 
Sparkle satd:» "Loo!{ M.other a 
Here is Dadd.y o 
He will go home with us~H 
.fJa.ddy said~, ljHa.ppy Birthday(. 
U b n · U 
.i:1ere :Ls a ox :r. or you .. 
Sparkle said, "Daddy~ Daddy! 
A red bracelet that sparkles 
lilte my hairJ 
Thank youo Thank you .. 11 
Ted o.nd Sally liked to go out 
·n '1 ·- •r jz:~..J. Ct,) 0 
One day Ted 1oc.ked UPo 
1.s go:ing 
f"'r •n,Q·- 'b~ a- h) ·i ,.,. ..... ,.,rti 
,J._. :~· J • . -.;;..~ •• }f UJ ~; u . J'. :t..J:lJO.~ ......t. ._;.. 
t,(.i storm.:. 
("'a ·~d 'J,ed I") • r:J. • ' .~ r,: 
p 
Snown cold and bi.g wtnds 
Ir·a!.-o <;} '-·1;' '"'"~'a""•j u . /.), ~" ~1. ~). .l<!t '-'' .!. '" ·:· 
Tl!.e sno'N storm cUd corrw,, 
·.·,I~, ('l • • ·" t ~· •·., .. ;. ·'' n .-. [\ ·11·• ;-; Z ~· --·d io t< t:. ·~ 0 IhJ ... b l.~ ou 1..· .t .1 C.l. .... - !.'... c:U " 
It stormed and stonnedo 
"It will snow all night~u 
" ;y 
sa.1d Grandfather ... 
"This is a big,;} big storm.o 
lt is a. blizzardo 11 
Ted and Sally went to bed.,. 
If 1'0 • , · ~ ...- 11~ · rj 
' ' ... 4 ) •• ~. ' \''\ 
'·' ~- .A. t-' ~· .... ~ _. 0 
Get up~ Gally~" said Grandmothero 
,. 
Loo.k at the svno 
Lock at all the snowo" 
i'- A bllz.zard is a big·,Sl big stormc 
I 
' I ) 
l 
l 
! 
i 
l 
I 
• ! 
; 
11- n::1"' at thle R.odeo 
- '"•./ 
Father said to Jack~ 
Ts.r;.k a.nd 11~1s fattwr went 
They went on tl1e traJ.r.> .. > 
c.ov,ibovs l1ad ·co :ride fast., 
"' 
J.c~.sso.J 
?.-.. ~ .... eJ· · ..'· ... '-' .. !=> .• '? . .<'\ 1,r;,,:o,·.~.-::: -,:ra·,:·~r ;,.,., ....... 
- .-~_"-'_ • .., ..,~_,J \jt_;~>::·-:) i..).1~,:::..~ 
., ... p "''"d VL~· c~ .. ~ 
go 
t.s 
t.ov' 1asso-. 
• <!.' • • 
said. r·athe:r 0 
i!. "1 - <:' 1 
_ c2:n nave 1 un wi t.~1 
my toy lasso, 
.Jerry will like to play rocleo" 
li'L,- "'~"' 11a~rC\ a '""'00-80 a-rev•lr c·lar il \'' .. a Ccd.! _ .1. v · .t , __ , .;:.'u ... ,y .:.q.y" 
i 
I 
A Dream Ride 
One night Alice had a dreamo 
It was a good dream~ 
It was a happy dreamo 
In her dream Alice went · 
for a rideo 
It was a ride in a helicoptero 
Do you 1 ike to· ride 
in a helicopter? 
Alice dido 
P.J.ice saw the helicopter 
at the airporto 
The man saidjjl 
uDo you wm1t to ride?" 
She said, rtYes I wa:at to ride 
in tile helicopter on 
Alice got 1n the helicopter(> 
Up~ up, up they wento 
Up and up and UPo 
P~ice looked downo 
She saw her housee 
She saw Jip and Je:rry playi.ng9 
She saw Mother at workc 
On and on she wento. 
She looked down againo 
She saw the little brown sto:rec 
On and on she went~ 
She saw a barnyardo 
She saw cows and p1gso 
She saw a pony~ tooo 
Then the helicopter went 
to the airport aga:tn., 
Do~m, down, down went the helicopter~ 
Do1~ and down and down went. Alice~ 
Then the dream was overu 
Alice got up .. 
uMother .. Mother,'" said Alice~ 
"' ~ 
ai had a ride in a helicoptere 
It was a good rideo 
The helicopter went up~ up, upt> 
The helicopter went down, dovl.n~ d~wnQ 
But now 1 can not find 
the helicopter., n. 
nOh, Alice,n said Mothe:ru 
nYou had a d:ream ... 
'There iS no helicoptero n 
nwas it a good dream ride?" 
"o~. • ·d ~1· 1~~ yes~ Sal ~~1C6o 
• 
11My dream ride waB funo n 
Two Excited Boys 
Tom and Jack are friends,. 
WJaen school 1s over 111 
they play togethero 
Sometimes they go in the house 
to look at television~ 
One day they were very excitedc 
They ran. to Mother o 
ncome and look at telev1sion9 " 
Tom said., 
-Mother was excited tooo 
She came in 'to look at televislon ... 
They all saw Dick playing 
.·, 
•• \~ .... .1 
• 
nwe would ll.ke to be on television:;·" 
said ·the excited boyso 
nMay we?u said Torno 
uThere 1s a pretty song that 
we sing in schoolo 
Could we sing that on television?u 
"Maybe you canp 11 said Mother~ 
"I would like you to si.ng the song 
for me nowo It 
~we are very excited 
but we will sing 1 ti) n said the boy:::;L, 
"Goodp 11 said Mothero 
"I will make believe that 
you are on televis:i.ono '1 
I 
} 
• 
The two boys sang and sango 
Soon they were very tired., 
The next day they told the teacher 
about seeing Dick on television,, 
She had the two boys sing 
to the children.~ 
They were happy and excitedo 
The teacher sa1dD"You may sing 
i-n sc!1oo1 every day ... 
Maybe soon you can be 
on television tooo 
Z'),., 
A Surprise 
One tla;y~ ~J e:rr.v ·wen{, 
He looked up in a tree~ 
He saw a ~'ig bJ:~1e b:ird.o 
And he sa.w fJOlaett.tng }) ttle" 
~JOT''f''U r:;oM ~·o i\~()'iJ,•lor' ~ '-' - vv . U..-!1. ~ I['IJ! ... ,.! """ -.,;; 
!f W'1at ; s 4,--n, l ... ,., It S' r •• 1. (~ J. r-:r:~.··y· " ~1.l ;; . ..!t. f., \' J •.•• 0 .'!' l o. .. 1 t:::; ,., "" 
0 d t '},. i . ..,-ne ay ua~; coeoon w1.1.1. 
surpr1se you,, 
Put tt In a box a.nd Jool{ at i.·t; 
1/ 
u T ~· !•·i' ll 
.·. ,, il. -· • 
'
;_:"'.>,.·· ~.:. < .• ·.. ,··.' v ·~' i} ., '(\ <~· '!l'"' !) 'I" ·i :'=1;.:. 
- 4. ' : . .! t'J ~~, ~~-~ .J • . ( J, 4' .~. ·"-' u ,,,.. {"· 
. '>l . 
HH looked 1n the box and saw 
a butterfly .. 
lt ~ua.s a pretty· yellow butterfly., 
.,.,.~y'~"'··I·F; >1 uL- vv .l.. ... ,f 
he sa1dv 
Mt1'the.r came to see: 
the yellow butterflyo 
'.'r'J_·'>,;~ .b"Pt 1r ._ .. :,'l"f] •;•,· "" .. ~'7'>F;:. 
,_ .~ • ~ •' .A --· •,) ..... -..~,<!! ... , 
out of the cocoon~ 
f! Yes,) Mother, 11 said jerry-. 
"lt 1R ft ~•)N} .dU~_~.-.l.T.i ... ~-~~.).N 
- "' ... ... C\ 0 ., . ..,.... :;:; .~... - ·' . -
.At the Sto~ce 
Jane and Sa.lly were playing 
i ~"' Pa 10 1 S ya·rd 
-.,.A. .!. ~\ • .t. 0 
They Baw Mother an.d Spoto 
M·nt:r:er ealled t-;o ·the children<> 
They ran home fasto 
Do you want to go wi ti1. me?" 
Jane and Sally like(: going 
They all got in the car()) 
They CamB to the storeo 
Mother stopped the caro 
1'hey all went in the storeo 
Mother gave the children 
some perml~So 
What could they get 
with the pennies? 
They looked. and lookedo 
··· -d 11 r ill Jane sa1 ~ _ w· .. get 
some delicious eandy., 
I know what l wtll geto 
I Wlll get lollipopso 
r ·-~ ·.•.-.·. ~~. s ] ·1 ~, ' "' 18 • - .".).,_ ..•.. )..pl.)."'' 0 
~· . 
.... 
I 
The cJ1ilclren saw Jane \l\rith 
her lollipops., 
1ney wantecl to get loll lpops tooo 
Tt1ey lool<:ed so delici.ous" 
They. all lJ.ked to eat the lollipops., 
They were so deliciouso 
1'hey ate the 1ol1ipops 
all the way homea 
The Naughty Kitten 
Janet said, "see what I haveco tt 
Pe11.1J.Y said, "What is :in the box?u 
Janet sa,id 50 . nLook and seeo" 
Pe11.ny said1 "It is a little .lk:itten" 
11 We will call her Mischief.:." 
0Mischief~ Mischief~ 
,, 
Come and play with meo 
Janet said, MM1schief will not play~ 
She has to have her milk .. 11 
ncome Mischief' o Come Mischief,. 
H~re is your milk~# 
But Mischief did not comeo 
Mischief ran awayo 
Mischief :ran and rano 
She came to a little boy~ 
Mischief said, "Little B()y1 
I am a naughty kittenQ 
I am naughty and I like to get 
into mischief .. 
The little boy said, 
tt:Mischj_ef, someone wtll be looking 
for you(> 
Go home you naughty kitten .. n . 
Mischief saidt 
ftNo I will mot gg home~ a 
The little boy said: »Misch:teftt 
You are a naughty kittenou 
The naughty kitten went onu 
She came to a dogo 
The dog said~ 0 Little kitten~ 
What are you doing here?'• 
Mischief said, 
"I am a naughty kitteno 
I did not want my milk~ 
I :ran awayo" 
The dog said, nYou naughty kitteno 
I will go and find your milko 
I like milko 11 
Mischief said$ ~No~ noo 
You can not have my milko 
I will not be naughtYo 
I will be goodo 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
ul will go home ... 
You are a naughty dog~ 
Janet will not give my millt 
to a naughty dogo II 
S.o the naughty kitten went home<i 
Janet said~ ~Here comes 
my naughty ki tteno 11 
HlYou naug_f!ty kit.ten~ 
Where have you been?n 
The naughty kitten 
looked at Janet ana Pennyo 
She said, &My name is Miscbiefo 
I .have been naughtyo 
I will not be naughty againo 
May 1 have my m.il.k?n 
I I . 
I 
i 
Janet said~ ~Yes~ Mischiefo 
Here is your milkl!'l 
I did not give tt: to tl1e naughty dogo" 
Ml.schief saidD 'ri like my milk.-. 
! will not be naughtya 
I will stay home and be goodo 11 
A .Bix·thday Brea.lz:t'as t 
DJ.ck and Jane had a surpr-ise 
It vva.s her birthday(> 
They -were goin.g to give her 
breakfast in bedu 
What fun it ;JVa.s going to beo 
vYhat will they give her? 
Sally asl{edp ·"May I help you? n 
Dick and JaJ1e sa.idp "Yes,. 
What will we cool<? 'L 
f»Mother likHs juice~ n said Sallyo 
~ • II some o:range ,;u1ce .. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
ij 
' I. 
, 
~'G 1 !l 000; 
she 
I wi~Ll cook r:>ome 
I know Hot.her likes bacone:. 1' 
. ra:·'.-· e sa.~, r1 ;,; -• .._ ,r.v.;• n Qln a·o ),..  u!" 0 (de 
1 can eooJ\. bacon and egg·~· .; ,Jo 
Sa.J.ly put the orange ju1ce on the t:cay., 
She put the ba.con and eggs on the tray,. 
Then they tool{ the tray up t.o Mother t 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Mother was so surprised to s~:e 
on tt1e tray., 
I wish every day was my birthday., 11 
l 
I 
i 
~ 
,; 
! 
I 
i 
F 
I j 
' ; 
·: ; 
I 
I 
I 
i 
l 
I 
1 
i 
~ 
i 
I 
! 
' I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
' I 
' i 
I 
l 
! 
I 
i 
1 
t;wo ::cabb:t tso 
They 11.--.red with Mothe:c and 
··o· 8" ... '":!t 1.S8 f-:hp·,, nron: ... 11 C"""iAll"if~h ~v. ~,J.l '"',.,/ 'Jw ""-"'• 'iJ • ,J • .,.;o.Ji.J.. ... - .... ) 
II 
,., , ... u '"i ,., ;;... ""111 £'. ,..., .,. !-· c..y·· 
..... ..:. .. l t .. ~i.t u~ .. c. \;;J..t ,::t lc 'i' 
hopped o:n the gravel by 
"c "H""' ··~n , .. ·r·l'n'"'11 
-•: J "-t!J.1.,.J ~ ·-._.. ~ tA. .... l•I- _,., 
ate;,. ~:oco 
': 1 '""~~J .. c·or"'~ ··;······:;)·,-·-:.~1 ·.en ....-.•.. ·· ~· ~l ~ •• ..: ;.t<:; <:;.,.t. C-!. 1..·.- - .. 
Big Crunch said" "Noo 
Mother does not want you to go 
out of the house., 
Do not go :ro:r gravel nowo" 
Little Crunch said~ HI will goQn 
And he dido 
Up came a big dog~ 
The big dog said~ 
"What are you doing here? 
Do not take my gravela 11 
Little Crunch said, 
1 want the gravel for my play box.,. u 
The d.og saicl!l "Do rmt take 
my gravel., 
'1" 1 v al'} II <~- vvi 1 cruncll you _ up., 
~) 
J! . ... 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
! 
I 
~ I 
! 
" 1 
i 
I 
I 
! 
l 
J .; .· .. ·~ .. , " .J .I ., ••.• .l. r;:; 
said .. 
<.:l-<::1 .; ti 
._,"'··'--.I ;': 
cJ og ., 
the:re 
see mother eartho 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I j 
i 
I 
I 
I 
'I . 1, l • 
.r e o. 1n.rccn 
··~ ..• ' .. !.· ·t_ .. }1. ::...~ ~ '"., ~ 
-- - ... ~..JL\...~'f C: 
She bl:~nked at h imo 
Blinlc:v wanted to go to tl1e star., 
He went as fast as he couldo 
He lool<ed at the eartho 
It was so littleo 
1 t 1ooJ{ed llke a 1 i ttle ball C· 
Soo.n he c.ould. not see the eart11 
}lG ,It_-~Jt) 
Loolc up tn the sky .. 
You may see a little satellite_. 
It may be Blinkyo 
Fun With Shadows 
"Will you play l.i:fith me Kathy? 11 
said Mikeo 
" f We can play with shadowse 1 
Kathy said, "I lik@ to play 
·with YOUo 
How do you play with shadows, Mike?li 
. ULook at ID.6g n said .Mike., 
ttSee my shadowo 
I stand and my shadow standso 
I run and my shadow runso 
I jump and my shadow jumpsou 
11 That is funfl n said Kathyo 
MI will play tooo 11 
1 -
uLook, Mike," said Kathyo 
uMy fingers have shadows too" 
I can make a bunny shadowo 
See the two big earso 
Th Y ""' Rh- '"-'d0"1S 0-f' ill~' f. .t YIO'e'r""' n 8 ,g,TH ""' <-•· V'f .. 1.. .i! J. ... "Q .n .. 
0 I will make a bunny too" 
Looko Kathy~ n said .MiJ{e,J 
11My fingers have shadows tooc 
Here is my funny bunny.," 
11 Put up all ten fingers~ Mike," 
Kathy saidQ 
nsee the ringer shadows go up .. 
See the finger shadows go downou 
21 Look at my fingers!~ Kathy, 11 
said Mikeo 
uThe fingers make a crocodileo 
He wants to ea't youo 
Up a.nd down go the fJ.nger shadows.," 
uHere comes Mother, it said Kathyo 
uMother ~ can you make 
f . 1 - ..,u :.lll[!Gl" D'.· . .::.COWS! 
uNo, Kathy~ I can not, tt said Mother o 
"May I see the shadows you mal{e?" 
Mike and Kathy did make 
finger shadowso 
Mother laughed a.t the shadowso 
Mother liked to see 
Mike and Kathy playo 
nThey have fun playing,n said Mother<-
•• 
The Princess Ran Away 
Once there was 
a beautiful little g1rlo 
The beautiful gj_rl wa.s a princess(> 
Her name was Princess Aliceo 
She was just sixo 
Princess Alice had 
a beautiful big houseo 
She had beautiful dolls and toyso 
She had a big black dog 
and a beautiful white kitteno 
But Princess Alice was not happyo 
She had no one to play with hero 
~ 
•• 
O.n.e day Bhe saldg. lti ha·v·e 
no one to p1ay w1 tl1 me~ 
I will find a little girl 
a big beautiful garden~ 
A blg girl was in the gardeno 
11 Plea.se play with me 9 u 
said Princess Aliceo 
By an.d by she came to the seao 
The sun was shining 
on the beautiful blue seae 
A little girl wa.s playing 
with a brown .dogo 
11 1 have no one.t.o play with me., 
Will you play with me?u 
said t~ beautiful 11 ttle princesso 
"I 1 " _ can not p. ay now» 
said the little girl., 
,. 
11 1 must go home nowo 
I must go home to eato" 
So she ran home with her dogo 
Then the little princess saidp 
u " Thts 1s no fun,. 
.·: . 
uThere is no one here to play 
with meo 
1 will go home again~u 
So she wen·t homeo 
By and by she saw 
her beautiful big housec 
S.ite saw her mother and fa.thero 
And 0 0 Q G Q ~ 0 a 0 G 0 0 
Sh·e saw a little, glr:.to 
Her mother said~ 
"This 1s.Princess Susano 
She has come to play with youo 
She is just s1xj like youo 
. ("' 
»Hello~" said Princess AliceD 
UI h h am appy you ave come 
to play wi t.h meo t! 
ui am happy!} t.oo 9 11 
said Princess Susan., 
11 I will come every· day to pla.y 
Wi 1fil youo 
We C&"l have funo 11 
So every day the two gtrls play9dc 
I 
l 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i I 
i 
iJn.J.l i:}e seven 
77.-_:_,'.·,i.i.:_; '(,', "r\."il" q PCY.!' J.l! " \-.·.;, ..... "-'!··'V.\. •.j,~ 
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Then the telepht.').ne .range 
Susan :ran to get. 1t fasto 
?aid iUi':.eo 
1 did not want her ·r.o get 
··-·h ,.. ..._ e, ep' "" n S ·' d ~U0"""' :!,.t •• e '·' .1.. no~,e.: ·a1 RJ .. )QI.U<.: 
Tl'te next day· the ~:~h:tldren were 
Her frt~~nd s were 1n t.he .i1ouseo 
':/ot11e:: 
tl16 
• 
• 
No School 
"Good morning~ Miss Brown~n 
said Mothert> 
~Billy is at home todayo 
He can not go to schoolo 
He has the measleso 
He has a fever tooQa 
~Is Billy in bed?a 
said Miss Browno 
ttort y·es, Miss Brovm," said Mother o 
"The doctor will come todayo 
He will have something for BillYo 
It will help Billy's feverQ 
It will help the measles~ 'tOOo n 
Billy said, ~I look funnyo 
See the red spots on mea~ 
l 
• 
nThe measles make the spots>n 
said Mother~ 
1~May I get up and play.:- !M.other?u 
said Billy!;> 
noh no, no, Billy,. v;: said MotJJ.er(> 
nYou have a fever .. 
You can not get up witn a fever~~ 
"Mothe:r, n said Billy., 
\\ 
Htlilill the red spots go away? 11 
nY.es, Billy~» said Mother., 
They will go away~ 
!Jlhe fever will g-o away, too.; 
Then you can get up and play(>n 
• 
• 
"I ' ~ ~ B ma.y gt-n;. up uundayt, · sa1.1 l11y·c-
"'I -V'/1.11 play 8l1d I wtll have fun" 
Will the measles go awa.v ·ny Sunday?" 
~we will see~ Billyp~ said Moth~~ 
The rever may be gone(> 
Then you f) an go our: and o··1 ay 
- ...1. " t) 
'I'hen you can go to echoo~·-' 
' 
\ 
f 
• 
• 
A New Toy 
13 Come to my house and see 
something runny9 u said Jane 
to her friendso 
,, '! 
-What is 1 t•l· said SUSBJ'l(, 
They wanteci to seH 1rtl1at 1. t was(, 
:·''It e ..D a r.1ew boy b.ha:-t 
Mo;cbelt' cane\ Fat-hie.r gav~ ··~· 
Solid Jane.~ 
11 It is a cLrcus game., 
D 1 ., .. ' "it 0 ,,~··?.J wat·l.... · 1" l' ·~ ::;; ·'lj· 'r.'"l .,..~t m·e' , ,J 'l._.,t • l.• .,..l1J ::,)..._.,. \.;J .. ,_Y ~)I .r., L.!'k. •- • 
• 
• 
They all helped to put up 
the tento 
r.rhen they took out the animals 0 
Then came the clo~s~ 
The clo'llns looked so fv.m1y~, 
Next they ;put ur t:ha tratseze: 
They put the. aer.-clbatg o.n t t., 
0 How I wish I could be 
an acrobat 11 n said Janeo 
11 I want to ride on the trapezeo 
It looks like funo 
1 like to ride up and downo 
Up and down on the trapezeow 
All the children wanted to be 
• 
• 
Jane said9 11 It looks like fun 
up on the trapezeo 
It would oo fun to go up so faro 
What fun the acrobats have~n 
The children all liked -playing 
with the new toy~ 
Then it was time to go homea 
They all said2 _ nThan1<: you~ Jane,. 
We liked playing with the new toyotf 
That night when they went to bed 
some children had a dreamo 
A dream of a circuso 
Some day they would be acrobatso 
Acrobats that could ride up 
on the big trapezec 
I 
The Night Before Q.hristmas 
It was difficult to waito 
Now it was the.night before Christmas<> 
Sally was ha.ppy b 
She wanted C>OOO<I .. lll~o 
A pretty walking doll 
A red party dress 
A big toy animal 
And a difficult puzzlec 
Sally said to Mother$ 
Rr want a puzzle that is difficulto 
I have one puzzlea 
But it is not diffieulto 
Now I want a difficult puzzleo" 
Mother was so surprised.., 
Sally could not stay in bedo 
She wanted to look 
under the Christmas tree.., 
She got out of her bed" 
It was quieto 
It was difficult to seeo 
11 The family is all in bed, ft 
she saido 
~It will be difficult to seea 
But I ca.11 not wait~~o 
1t will be difficult to walko 
But I can not ·Wait-on 
• 
• 
Then she came to the treeo 
Then she saw~C>I>1)1)#.,.a(t,.. 
A big doll 
A big toy cat 
A party dress 
And a puzzle-- a new puzzleo 
ftNow I can go to bed~ 
. 
Now I can sleep, n said. Sally c 
It 1!'ia.s difficult t<!l see,~ 
She humped into a tablec 
She coUld hear Jacl<: say, 
nThat must be Santa Clausr. 
I can hear him come 
down the chim ... ney (> 
Sally laughed;;> 
She ran to her roomc 
Pun at the Parade 
Dick~ Jane and Sally were happy~ 
They were going to see 
Grandmother and Grandfatl1el'o 
They liked to go 
to Grandmother's housea 
There were many su:rp:rises there() 
Trtey liked the funny cookies 
that Grandmothe:t' made~ 
Father got. the ca:r u 
They all got into the caru 
They went on the way~. 
What traffic there waso 
Then the children could hear a noisee 
'· 
..f.. {t 
They said~ 
0 What iS the noise?n 
They could not guess 
what the noise waso 
Then the cars stopped~ 
There were ears and carso 
Oh~ what traffic! 
Then the children said, 
11lt is a pa.radeo 
The parade made the traffic stopo 
The parade made the noiseQ 
They jumped out of the car o 
They wanted to see tte paradeo 
A man was there to help the traffic«> 
He said to the children, 
=Look Ol:l.t for the traffic., n 
• 
The parade was tun to look ate 
What noise it made~ 
They laughed at the fat girl 
in the little red wagono 
'l'hey laughed at the .funny clowno 
He jumped up and downc 
Then the parade was overo 
The ears made noiseo 
The traff.ic started to go6 
The children got into the car~ 
They went to Grandmother'so 
What Do I See? 
Jack was playing wigwamo 
Janet was playing wigwamo 
They played that a box was 
a wigwamo 
Jack saidf 
•Jane~~ what do 1 see? 
I see runny boy in the wigwama 
He has feathers on his head l 11 
~Janet said, 
"Yes9 I see a tunny boy 
in t~e wigwamj too~ 
I see feathers on h:i.s head$" too1:> n 
• 
Jack said~ "Little boy~ 
you look funny with feathers 
on your head~' 
The little boy said~ 
nl 1l.ke feathers on my hea.do 
Where are your teathers? 11 
tJack said.t "I have no feathers(," 
Janet saidf\ ul have no feathers.) 
We are playing wigwam~ 
This is our wigwamo 
Go awaytt go awayo n 
The little boy saidp 
nPlease be goode 
Let me play wigwam w:i.th youo 
I w:ill give you y·ed teatherso 
I will give you blue feathers .. , 
I will give you yellow r.ea.thers,. 
"Indians live in wigwamso 
Indians have feathers(> 
We will have fun in your wigwamo 
We will play we are lndianso" 
Jack said, nYou may stay 
in the wigwamo 
Janet said~ " You may stay 
in the wigwamG 
We will all play lndianso 9 
nwe like the red teatherso 
We like the blue feathers6 
We like the yellow featherso 9 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
The follo.wing should be. on the board or on ls;r:ge poater paper before 
test booklets: are giv:en to:. the u-liildrerr. Tlley a:re a-dditional practice exercises:; 
to insure that the children unders:tand the directions f';tlly. 
Lt ball a ~ 
~ house ! .:ntf N_ l\fother ~->Gf Father 
6 boa:t @ 
----------~---------------------------~-~-----------~------------~-------~ B; 
Father to red 
jump s:ee blue· 
Mother the yellow: 
-----~---~~~---~~--~---~------~--------------------~-----~----------~--~ 
The tea:cher points: to exercise it and aays; 11Look a±. theae f'iv:e words:. 
NoW' look a:t the picturesco The words:: match some of' the pictures. \'llio can. read 
the first word?i Drawl f!,~ine f'rom:, the word h~l te the picture of' the hail..l. 
Now: who can:. retJ,.d the next word?;111 Oon:tinue in: tM.s:. manner un.till all f'iv;e words; 
·~ 
ha:v:e b.ee:n:..mretche.d. Wham thiS3 is:; completed the tea-cher s:ays'1 11}Jid we. us-e Edl 
the. pictures:?/ N:o,. there are three pictures: which did n:ot m:atch the words:.·. We 
did: n:ot us:e. these three. picturea.lt 
~ 
The ii:e.a:cher says:; 11I am: going to giv.e yoJ.l a. little teat hooklet ir:r.. which 
~. 
we. will ma±-ch the words:: to the pictures:·• Do n:ot oper:r.. the b.ooklets unitil I tell 
you. Put your pencils:, orr: your desks:-.. 11 P¥s o~t the~ teats':. 
~ 
11Write your I18l!l.e on the top : lin-e where it says::~· Do not VITi te anything: 
... 
els:e. Put dovm.. your pencil when.. you h-av:e finished your name. u. 
1. 
It ---· 
Look a;t the f'iv:e words-o dow~. the nui:iddle of' the page. What does.:. the 
f'irat word aay?:· Yes:; it. s:ays:: ha:ll. DraJ.;r a?. line from: the w-ord ball to the 
- ' -- . 
picture of' the b.a-11. Now; s:ee if you can.. match. the res± of' these \'lords~ to 
the pictures;-. The.re. will b.e s:om.e pictures: you will not us:e. 11 · The tetj:cher 
~ 
will carefully, obs.:erv;e the children:, and giv:e help· where needecl-. 
111'urn:. t~ the next pa:ge. tt: The tea-cher shuuld m.a:...l<:e c·ertain that a2Ll 
..... 
children ha:ve the correct: pa:ge. "Now: we shall match. thes:e words.:' to the pic-tures:-.,. 
Rem.em.b.er that we do nnt need a--ll the pictures:-. Us:e only th.os_e pictures· that:: you. 
nee s:. Do a"'&' many- a:s: you. c·El+l· 11 
"' A-t tJlie end of' three minutes: aay, "Pencil a down. Turm to the next page. 11 
..... 
The te£!,-oher should make certa:in thEJ,t 831.1 children have the correct page. 
Sa_y, 11Do this, page the same way. 11 Allow. three minute.s::-. Sey, 11Pencils: down:. 11 
~ 
Iirdic%-te exercis-.e Bi on the hoa::rd ::md sa:y, 11Look at thes.e three words:.-. 
Tv1o ofl: these words: te.ll ab:out people. WJ±o c@ tell whicli words tell ab:out. 
people?: Draw; ro. ring a::roun:d Mother ~d ~ound Fa±her lieca.:l,ls.e they a::re people. 
Now; look a± the next three words:. Which words: tell s:liout things: Y.re ea:n: do~ 
Yea-, we. can see. Draw; ro ring around ~- b.ecaus.e it :is something we can do. 
lifow: look %t the last three; words:. Who can dra·w: m ring a;round the color words:!?: 
Yes-:_, they a-re El:'ll color vTOrds~• We 1-rill draw; rings ~ound. all thes:e words::-. 
In th.e f'irs:.t b.ox we us:ed two. words:; in the second b.ox we used only one 
word; and i:rr. the third b.ox we us:ed a:ll three Y.rords. Now, turn to the last page 
of' your te s:t. b:ooklet. 11 The teacher should make certain that. all children have 
the correct pa~e. 
11took a± box J.A Dra'tl' ~-ring a-round the words: that tell a:bout size • 
..... 
Look E!;t b.ox F. Dra1·r: m ring around the color words:~ 11 Give help ~>There needed 
f'or these prs:ctice exercise$• No further help is given. 
''Look l:l;.t b.nx one. Dra-w: m ring axound the words .. that tell ab..out -weather-.11 
------·~'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!1111!-.!1-=. _!!!!111-~!!"!!!'-----.,.....,..,....,....,..,...,..,~--:;-;;~---..-. ---~----
,...... /; I 
J ~ $..::'_ c.c- r ~--eli.-- .:::. 
11Look a± b.ox two:. Dra:w-1 re. ring a--round the words- that. tell b:.o'l'n a;-, child 
'"' might a-ct .. It: 
..., 
Follow;the ~liov,e patterm. 
). ....... tell a:hout Cal'S""'::. 
4. . . .. . . tell about s:ounds: we can. he~r • 
5· . .._ ... tell a:bout thinga b.utterfli.e$ ca:u,. rru:Uce. 
6. 
····· 
tell how. things~, carr lokk .. 
7 .. . .... tell ho'I'T: thinger: can. tEEs:te. 
. Nil.low: 15 s:econ-da: for eEEch exercis.e. 
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